
       Town of Brookline Massachusetts   
 

Annual Loud Party & Noise Complaints 2014-2015  
As a result of proactive enforcement as well as Operation Move-In, the number of calls received for loud 
parties and noise complaints was reduced for the school year 2014-2015 (September 2014-April, 12th 
2015). An aggressive and proactive enforcement led to a 19% decrease in noise complaint calls, a 53% 
decrease in loud party calls, and a 1% decrease in total by-law citations issued compared to the previous 
school year. Those numbers are reflected in the first table, which shows a comparison between school 
years 2013- 2014 and 2014-2015. 

 

Properties that received multiple calls since September 1st, 2014 

XXX Freeman St. #XXX 
Occurred on: 9/28/14, 
10/4/14 

X Strathmore Rd. #X 
Occurred on: 10/17/15, 
11/7/15 

XXX St. Paul St. #X 
Occurred on: 10/5/14, 
2/10/15, 3/21/15  

XX Babcock St #X 
Occurred on: 10/19/14, 
11/9/14 

XXX Freeman St. #X 
Occurred on: 
10/3/14, 2/15/15 

XX Babcock St. #X 
Occurred on: 9/4/14, 
10/3/14, 11/20/14   

XXX Browne St. #X 
Occurred on:10/31/15, 
2/13/15 

XXX Winthrop Rd #X 
Occurred on: 9/26/14, 
10/19/14 

 

# of Calls by Sector School Year 2014/2015 
Sector 

0 
Sector 

1 
Sector 

2 
Sector 

3 
Sector 

4 
Sector 

5 
Sector 

6 
Sector 

7 
Sector 

8 
Sector 

9 
Unspecified 

3 129 61 56 68 35 4 4 4 1 4 

The addresses shown in the second table housed tenants that received subsequent By-Law citations 
during the school year (9/1/14-4/12/15). Weekly updates were given to patrol units to notify officers of 
potential hotspots where loud parties were likely to occur. By utilizing this crime analysis technique, 
party patrol units were able to target the areas of Brookline where the majority of complaints stemmed 
from. This aggressive and proactive enforcement led to a decrease in noise complaint calls, loud party 
calls, and total by-law citations issued compared to the previous school year. 

Calendar Year 
 2013 2014 %Δ 
Noise Complaint 528 586 11% 
Loud Party 203 152 -25% 
By-Law Citations Issued 88 81 -8% 
 

School Year 
 2013/2014 2014/2015 %Δ 
Noise Complaint 380 306 -19% 
Loud Party 154 72 -53% 
By-Law Citations 
Issued 

71 70 -1% 
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ct or Date Time Complaint Disposition Narrative

NC 9 9/2/2014 13:24 For the Record No activity
NC 1 9/3/2014 21:40 caller reports kids on the back porch being loud Adv/ Complaint Rear of 208. 2 rommates listening to the radio, talking, no party. They 

will take it inside. They have been advised
NC 1 9/3/2014 21:41 Babcock St side of Devotion School. 5 kids around bench 

listening to music & 4 more by playground talking loudly
Sent on Way Upon arrival, no noise. Kids in the park were advised and sent on their 

way

NC 1 9/3/2014 22:57 Very loud music coming from inside Nothing Showing Checked area all quiet nothing showing. Taxi was in front of bldg while 
pulled up

NC 1 9/4/2014 0:01 Loud Party coming from 2nd fl by-law citation
NC 4 9/5/2014 12:13 Resident of Apt 402 is complaining that the neighbor in apt 401 

is banging things in his apt and yelling/swearing, making a lot of 
noise. Caller states this males part is very angry and was 
swearing at her child ealier in the elevator. 

Adv/ Complaint has been advised

LP 1 9/6/2014 1:11 LP coming from 24 Hamilton Apt 1 and 26 Hamilton Apt 3 Adv/ Complaint Spoke to 3 parties in 26 Hamilton Rd #3. TV loud and on back porch 
talking loudly. Advised

NC 1 9/6/2014 3:25 Past hr RP has been hearing sounds similar to explosions or 
fireworks 6 to 8 at a time

Nothing Showing checked area. Passers by state they saw fireworks about 10 min ago. 
Unable to location, nothing showing

LP 4 9/6/2014 22:58 Blue house on the corner. People drinking in the driveway and 
being loud

Nothing Showing

NC 4 9/6/2014 23:36 In alley between 1601-1599 Beacon St toward back. 4-5 on 
porch talking loudly listening to music

Gone on arrival Checked the alleys behind Beacon St addresses in the Washington Sq 
area. Nothing Showing. Group apparently went inside prior to officers' 
arrival

NC 3 9/6/2014 23:57 Coolidge Park. 5-6 in the park on the swings talking loudly Unable to Locate Unable to locate. Group appears to have gone away

NC 4 9/7/2014 0:04 4-5 Outside talking loudly and playing basketball in rear Sent on Way No noise In rear. No one in playground. Group at . They have dispersed 
for evening

LP 1 9/7/2014 1:08 RP states about 30 ppl in rear of 126 Browne St. Loud music & 
Talking. Looking at the map could possibly be 222 Freeman St

Gone on arrival Nothing Showing

NC 1 9/7/2014 1:55 Loud pmusic. Yelling & chanting coming from across 4 bradford 
terrace. 2 cakkers. 2nd one states it is right across from her 
where the nail salon is in the apts above. 2nd caller is from apt 
#5

Gone on arrival No noise or chanting. Spoke to caller states it has stopped. He is 
satisfied at the time

NC 4 9/7/2014 2:06 Hears voices & yelling coming from rear of apt bldg. Looks like it 
may be coming form 1601 Beacon St apt complex. Possibly 
second level

by-law citation Issued to residents of #3. 

NC 3 9/7/2014 4:14 Loud talking ouside and coming from the 1st fl. Caller doesn’t 
wish to speak to officers

Adv/ Complaint Group outside talking. No unreasonable noise. Advised, gone inside for 
the night

LP 9/7/2014 0:30 Dispersing a loud party by-law citation Two citations. 
NC 5 9/8/2014 1:36 People Outside talking loudly on the sidewalk Matter Resolved Resident outside talking with friend, taking the conversation inside. She 

resolved the problem.
NC 2 9/8/2014 22:35 Upstairs neighbor constantly moving boxes & furniture across 

floor. Caller has been advised that this is everyday noise when 
living in multiunit bldg.

Checks out OK Check 6th fl, no noise. No answer from caller

NC 4 9/9/2014 19:29 Loud bass playing all day from a vehicle behind bldg. no vehicle 
info

Assist Rendered Located vehicle. Party was cleaning his car the noise was not extensive 
or loud notified of complaint and turned off

NC 4 9/9/2014 0:01 Group out front talking loudly Sent on Way People waiting for taxi. Advised of complaint and sent on their way in 
taxi

NC 5 9/10/2014 14:08 Complains of contractors noise working on garage to rear of her 
property. Very upset

Matter Resolved Spoke with both parties. One is very angry, they came to a compromise

NC 1 9/11/2014 1:26 Loud noise coming from frat house on naples. Poss drinking 
students

Sent on Way Check area. There were a few students waiting in front of frat house for 
bus. No unreasonable noise. They were advised and sent on way

LP 1 9/11/2014 22:18 LP for couple hrs now. Unsure where in bldg. ongoing issue Adv/ Complaint Upon arrival, residents of 101 were leaving for the night. 4 residents 
were ID'd and advised



NC 5 9/11/2014 23:12 Loud music or party coming from area Adv/ Complaint Found source of music. Not unreasonable or too loud. Advised
LP 3 9/12/2014 22:20 Caller believes it is 109, not sure. Large party. Lots of cars Adv/ Complaint couple of small gatherings at 109 and 114, no large party. They were 

advised. Shutting down for the night.
NC 2 9/12/2014 22:56 Few people being really loud have tried to ask them to quiet 

down but wont
Assist Rendered Spoke with caller. They had their windows open. No one was outside of 

apt. Caller closed windows and is satisfied
NC 2 9/12/2014 23:12 Loud talking & music coming from 1247 Beacon St on 3rd fl. 

Unknown unit #
Unable to Serve Unable to gain access. Bldg has 2nd & 3rd fl units. Did not hear noise or 

parties going on. Without assistance from caller cannot assist.

NC 5 9/12/2014 23:52 Loud music inside & people outside talking Nothing Showing All quiet, someone outside was waiting for a cab but was gone
NC 4 9/13/2014 0:35 Loud music coming from the 1st fl apt. entrance is on the right 

side of the bldg. residents don't use the main dr for access
Assist Rendered 2 roommates talking loudly. Were advised. Will shut windows and go to 

bed

NC 1 9/13/2014 0:37 Rear porch. Group talking loudly & listening to music By-law citation Residents of Apt 3 were issued violations. Advised of poss future court 
action should more complaints be received

NC 1 9/13/2014 1:10 Loud shouting, loud music, caller doesn't wish to speak to 
officer

by-law citation Apt 34 citations issued. 

NC 4 9/13/2014 1:24 Loud music coming from the apt below caller, #2. smells of 
burnt marijuana

Adv/ Complaint 3 girls just moved in, unpacking & didn’t realize how loud they were 
being. Advised of complaint & will be quiet

NC 1 9/13/2014 4:01 Residents of 638 talking loudly on their balcony Unable to Locate Unable to locate any noise on 6th Fl
NC 7 9/13/2014 19:04 Very loud music being played. Thinks it is some soft of party. 

Not concerned about the party just the level of noise, does not 
need to see an officer

Adv/ Complaint Wedding at the catherdal center and have lowered music

NC 2 9/13/2014 21:26 Upstairs neighbor dragging boxes Adv/ Complaint Spoke to RP and resident at 6J who was ot home and unable to make 
noise. Resident from 6K was spoke to. Caller satisfied.

NC 1 9/13/2014 22:09 Loud music possibly a party, just complainingof music noise 
level

Adv/ Complaint Spoke to resident of Apt 3 & 4 were advised of the complaint and 
bother were listening to music and have shut off music no party at this 
time. RP satisfied

NC 1 9/14/2014 23:36 Loud music coming from a small black vehicle outside Gone on arrival All quiet on Green St, car gone on arrival
LP 1 9/14/2014 0:12 LP coming form inside & outside by-law citation The residents of apt 1, 
NC 4 9/14/2014 0:16 Loud talking coming form the courtyard Adv/ Complaint 6-7 people in the courtyard smoking & talking. Advised. Went back 

inside.
NC 4 9/14/2014 0:31 Loud talking/laughing coming from 61 or 63 Franklin Adv/ Complaint People talking on the back porch of #3 no unreasonable sound, advised 

of the complaint
NC 2 9/14/2014 0:42 Loud talking coming from front steps Nothing Showing No one out on any of the stoops and no noise in the area
LP 1 9/14/2014 1:19 by-law citation Resident of apt 1 issued a town citation
NC 3 9/14/2014 23:01 Loud guitar playing & singing in the rear of Lancaster Tr Nothing Showing Nothing Showing in area
NC 2 9/15/2014 19:20 Loud music playing unable to give any further description as 

where exactly
Nothing Showing Checked area, all quiet. Nothing showing

NC 3 9/17/2014 22:33 3 men playing soccer in st. caller would like them to be 
reminded that children in the area are trying to sleep

Sent on Way Parties were advised, and sent on way

LP 0 9/18/2014 20:11 LP in the park would like them moved along Nothing Showing Needless call, checked park, no one is there
NC 3 9/18/2014 22:16 Rear of Arcade bldg. near Centre St. Some kind of equipment in 

large truck sounds like compressor-extremely loud. Caller would 
like to speak w/officer

Checks out OK There was a cleaner in arcade. Nothing else going on. He is gone now

LP 1 9/18/2014 22:42 Possibly the 2nd floor Adv/ Complaint Spoke to Red of #201, new to APT she was advised and is heading out 
for night

NC 1 9/18/2014 23:04 LP BUS across from Osaka. People outside waiting to get in. still 
hasn’t left

Sent on Way Party Bus has moved to Harvard & Green and cut in half. They were 
advised to cut it down and are waiting for the rest of their rides

NC 3 9/18/2014 23:25 Kids on bball courts being loud have been there for a long time Checks out OK Advised and left

NC 5 9/19/2014 22:29 Loud talking, people going in and out of residence, dublex 36-38 
Clark she believes that they rent the basement apt

Adv/ Complaint Spoke to resident. Having a few friends over. They were advised and 
have dispersed



NC 3 9/19/2014 23:10 Music & noise coming from the bar. The bar did call earlier to let 
us know they would have function & they they have permit til 2. 
the caller tried to talk to them to have it quieted down but still 
too loud

Assist Rendered No unreasonable noise at this time. Stayed in area for a while to check

NC 1 9/19/2014 23:11 People gathered around outside osaka being very loud. Have 
been outside for more than half hr

Nothing Showing No one out front of Osaka at this time

NC 2 9/19/2014 23:13 2 Black males talking to a person loudly to a male in a car, 
female discribed the car as old and losing paint, refused to 
descibe the car ir the men any further

Nothing Showing Nothing showing in area of two black males or any one being loud

NC 1 9/19/2014 1:24 Chanting & loud talking coming from apt 540 Assist Rendered Spoke to resident at 540 was playing music on computer. Was advised 
of complaint & will shut it down for the night

LP 1 9/20/2014 1:28 20 or so kids in the st coming in/out of bldg next to RP. Sees kids 
inside/out talking loud & loud music

by-law citation Town by law issued to 

NC 4 9/20/2014 17:55 Complains bitterly & length regarding plates on roadway in 
Washington Sq. Noise is excessive

Checks out OK Plates are secure and not making unusual noise. 

LP 1 9/20/2014 22:56 Believes address of party is 81 gibbs 1st fl. People in and out. 
Loud music & conversation

Nothing Showing Standing out front all lights off hear nothing

LP 4 9/20/2014 23:38 LP coming from 3rd fl Adv/ Complaint Had a hard time finding the noise, did speak to residents, they were 
talking & hanging out on porch but no unreasonable noise. They were 
advised. No loud party

LP 4 9/20/2014 23:39 LP coming from top Fl Adv/ Complaint Large group of ppl leaving area in limo upon arrival, initiated a traffic 
stoio and advised. There are a few ppl left waiting for cabs and they 
were advised as well

LP 3 9/20/2014 23:45 LP by-law citation By law ciation issued to
NC 1 9/21/2014 0:17 Loud talking coming from 1st fl rear porch by-law citation By law ciation issued to 1st fl. 
NC 3 9/21/2014 0:32 loud talking coming form backyard Adv/ Complaint Residents in the back talking loud inside. Advised
NC 3 9/21/2014 1:22 Loud music inside and out Adv/ Complaint No loud or unreasonable noise in area. Did talk to resident of for loud 

TV- they were advised. 
NC 4 9/21/2014 2:56 Loud talking coming from the rear parking lot Adv/ Complaint 2 kids talking loudly they were advised and moved along
LP 1 9/21/2014 3:05 LP by-law citation Town by law issued to 1
NC 2 9/21/2014 5:51 Loud talking Adv/ Complaint roommates having cigaretts on the back balcony ajacent to the RP 

window. Advised of compaint and took inside
NC 4 9/21/2014 16:15 35 Westbourne Tr #3 see stephanie. Complains roadway plates 

are lose and noise. Requests office rto listen to what she is 
hearing

Assist Rendered Explained issue to caller attempted to advised not a police matter

NC 1 9/24/2014 0:28 Loud music and talking on the 2nd fl-possibly apt 3 by-law citation
LP 9 9/24/2014 21:53 Corner of Wolcott Rd and Wolcott Rd Ext. LP in backyard. 

Unsure which number would like them to quiet down
Adv/ Complaint No party just a few kids in the yard, spoke to parents they will bring 

them in for the night

NC 1 9/24/2014 0:01 People on roof and in apt being very loud by-law citation By law citation issued to resident of 
LP 1 9/25/2014 23:46 LP coming from the 2nd or 3rd fl rear porch Nothing Showing Cannot identify noise at location. Caller is satisfied
LP 8 9/26/2014 19:25 Possibly at the intersection of Lyman/heath. Very LP Assist Rendered
LP 9 9/26/2014 22:17 ~40 people in back of address having LP. Been going on for 4hrs Assist Rendered Clearing out family members picking up kids. No unusual noise. Couple 

of familues having a party. Advised. Stayed in area for a while to listen.

NC 1 9/26/2014 22:45 Several people on roof making noise yelling and screaming. Assist Rendered 3 People on the roof deck just talking, no excessive noise. They have 
been advised. 

LP 5 9/26/2014 23:42 Caller reports LP coming from the basement of address. On 
going for 2 hrs

by-law citation

NC 1 9/27/2014 0:24 Nothing Showing Checked whole area- nothing showing
NC 1 9/27/2014 1:54 4 Males sitting on front steps talking loudly, drinking beer. Caller 

believes they are residents of that address
Assist Rendered No new noise, smoking out front

NC 1 9/27/2014 3:27 Dexter Park concierge reports loud music coming from apt 816. 
about 10-15 people. Has already asked them to quiet down

by-law citation

NC 1 9/27/2014 15:55 Loud music coming form across the St. Doesn’t know exact # of 
house

For the Record Outside event . Have permits from town as well as detail officer. Should 
be going on until 1800hr



NC 8 9/27/2014 21:03 Loud music in area Adv/ Complaint Advised of complaint. Noise level not unreasonable. Will be wrapping it 
up shortly

NC 4 9/27/2014 22:08 61 or 63 Franklin. People talking and listening to music outside Assist Rendered  people smoking on back porch, advised

LP 2 9/27/2014 22:42 Music yelling smells of marijuana Adv/ Complaint 3 resident talking with the windows open. Advised of complaint and 
agreed to shut windows for evening

NC 1 9/27/2014 22:41 Possibly 1st fl, loud music Assist Rendered Neglect on a loud stereo at apt 2. officers were let into bldg by 
residents of apt 1 and were able to turn volume down

LP 9/27/2014 23:39 Unknown address on Comm Ave in rear of 16 hamilton Rd Assist Rendered Spoke to the reporting party. She was advised that the party is in 
boston- on rear porch likely 1122 comm ave further advised to contact 
boston police

NC 5 9/28/2014 0:08 Loud talking coming from possible apt 203 Adv/ Complaint Small dinner party. Guests are leaving for the night. They’ve been 
advised of complaint and TBL. No violation

LP 1 9/28/2014 0:17 LP by-law citation TBL issued to resident of 
NC 1 9/28/2014 0:18 Loud talking inside and out For the Record Foot traffic in area people entering and exiting taxis. Nothing else 

showing
NC 1 9/28/2014 0:20 People walking thru the allyway between Carlson St and Amory 

St talking loudly
Gone on arrival Checked alley way. Appeared to be gone on arrival

NC 1 9/28/2014 0:31 Loud talking/music coming from 643 by-law citation TBL issued to resident of
LP 1 9/28/2014 1:43 RP states there are 3 LPS going on in bldg. Apt 1,4,5 by-law citation TBL issued to
NC 4 9/29/2014 22:33 Alley behind 1417 Beacon St. Loud talking and yelling Nothing Showing No noise upon arrival
NC 2 9/29/2014 22:35 Sounds as if someone is cutting trees or doing somesort of yard 

work
Checks out OK Nstar & Detail on scene

NC 1 9/30/2014 21:25 Loud music coming from apt 2. ongoing issue Adv/ Complaint Music turned down. No prior interactions with the residence there

LP 1 10/1/2014 2:51 BU PD anonymous tip line reports a LP. Also states underage 
drinking and cocaine use occuring

Nothing Showing No signs of a party. Rang doorbell numerous times. Cannot hear or see 
anything

NC 1 10/2/2014 1:33 Stating somone is playing music very loud in car for past 30 min, 
cannot see car from house would like officers to check area

Nothing Showing Checked surrounding area, nothing showing. Area quiet

LP 1 10/3/2014 0:11 LP on 2nf fl by-law citation
NC 3 10/3/2014 3:47 Loud TV caller will meet officer in lobby Assist Rendered Unable to raise residents at 7J. TV didn’t seem unreasonably loud. 

Spoke with caller and ascised her she is satisfied
NC 2 10/3/2014 17:57 Caller complaining of loud music from NU Parson's Field Checks out OK No music on arrival soccer game just started
NC 5 10/3/2014 22:48 Loud talking and yelling from a party. Caller believes they're on 

balcony
Adv/ Complaint Situation was under control. Small group leaving for night. They were 

advised of complaint
NC 1 10/3/2014 23:00 Loud music on 2nd fl or 3rd fl. Unknown exactly which 

apartment numb
by-law citation Resident of 

NC 6 10/3/2014 23:06 Loud music and talking on second fl Adv/ Complaint No unreasonable noise coming from 2nd fl. Residents were advised

NC 1 10/3/2014 23:17 Loud music/talking Nothing Showing Group getting into taxi at front of bldg. bldg is now quiet
NC 1 10/4/2014 0:55 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint No LP or excessive noise. Residents of apt 643 were ID/Advised of NC. 

Reporting party didn’t contact the front desk. 

NC 4 10/4/2014 22:29 Loud talking and yelling coming from APT Checks out OK No noise on arrival. Spoke to group that was leaving and advised them. 
No noise issue there

LP 1 10/4/2014 22:50 3 Family, brick house by park. LP Nothing Showing
LP 5 10/5/2014 0:30 LP coming from roof deck Adv/ Complaint Residents listening to music w/ volume too loud. No LP. FI'd and 

advised of complaint
LP 1 10/5/2014 0:30 LP coming from 3rd fl by-law citation issued to residents of
NC 5 10/5/2014 22:47 People outside drinking and yelling 5-10 people. 30 minutes Adv/ Complaint Residents of were watching football game w/window open. Advised. 

Windows were closed no one drinking outside
LP 1 10/7/2014 0:16 LP going on in APT by-law citation
NC 1 10/7/2014 22:00 Playing loud music either apt 1 or 2 Adv/ Complaint  listening to radio while cleaning house. Turned off music, advised

NC 2 10/7/2014 22:55 Loud talking outside not sure which house Nothing Showing Nothing showing no one is outside no noise in the area



LP 5 10/8/2014 1:27 LP coming from 1sr fl Assist Rendered No LP . 3 new rommates moved into bldg and had windows open. Were 
advised of by law and will be quiet for the night

NC 3 10/9/2014 23:43 Loud music coming from 413 Adv/ Complaint Spoke to resident of Apt 413. was advised of complaint and turned 
music down

NC 4 10/10/2014 4:44 music coming form a gray sadan Nothing Showing checked the area-franklin & rice St, oakland rd. nothing showing

NC 3 10/10/2014 9:00 caller standing by. Complains of high pitched drning or whining 
noise. Unsure of source, not hair salon

For the Record sounds like a loud TV noise, checked in store, they don’t have an issue

LP 1 10/10/2014 21:44 LP Loud music For the Record spoke to group as they were leaving they believed they were being 
respectful by leaving before 10 which are quiet hrs for bldg. they have 
left for the night

NC 4 10/10/2014 22:53 Group of ppl yelling and screaming coming from the house to 
the left of #98 constant problem caller states that he calls 
weekly and would like something done about it

Unable to Locate walked aorund bldg and hung out in alleys and didn’t hear anything 
probably a group going by

NC 5 10/10/2014 23:35 Loud yelling, chaning and singing coming from the area. Caller is 
out of 1853 Beacon St and states it is behind him

Sent on Way No one on roof decks in the area, large amount of foot traffic. People 
making their way to taxi cabs and talking. Most have gone on their way

NC 1 10/10/2014 23:36 Some kids came out from one of the houses either 20 or 22 and 
are outside talking and being loud

Adv/ Complaint a few people smoking a cigarette outside on the stairs. They were 
advised of the complaint and have gone inside

NC 1 10/11/2014 0:38 Loud music, loud talking, people in and out of rear porch Unfounded call Absolutely no noise, one resident sitting on back porch. Advised 
officers that the call wa slikely result of ongoing neighbor dispute

NC 3 10/11/2014 0:36 Rear Lot. Group talking loudly Adv/ Complaint employees of the publick house outside having cigarette and talking. 
They’ve been advised and have gone in

NC 5 10/11/2014 1:24 Loud music loud talking caller also reports smelling marijuana 
smoke. Believes 2nd fl

Adv/ Complaint 3 roommates watching TV. Advised and have turned vvolume down

NC 4 10/11/2014 2:05 Possibly 1st or 2nd fl. Loud talking Gone on arrival Group of 5 or 6 were entering a cab upon arrival, entered bldg to 
determine if there was any other noise inside, all quiet inside

NC 1 10/11/2014 22:46 Loud music coming from address. RP not sure if its from a 
certain apt or not

Subjects FI'd Spoke w/ resident of apt 1, listening to radio too loud. Hes been 
advised and is leaving for the night. One FI

NC 7 10/11/2014 23:43 Approc 20 ppl in courtyard next door being very loud Unfounded call States that the caller likely confused police/fire/ems lights, sirens 
associated activity w/ loud talking from a group of youths

NC 4 10/11/2014 0:01 Loud music and talking coming from area. Caller believes maybe 
100 Cypress in courtyard

Adv/ Complaint spoke to residents of . Could've been a combination of noise at that 
location and people walking in the area. They’ve been Identified and 
advised

NC 1 10/12/2014 0:33 Either 2nd of 3rd fl on balcony. Music and loud talking Unfounded call Absolutely no noise audiable in the area
NC 4 10/12/2014 1:06 Same caller as before. States same people are still out there 

making a lot of noise
By-law citation

NC 1 10/12/2014 1:44 Noise coming from across the street, seems to be a party going 
on . People out front as well

Gone on arrival Nothing showing. Spoke to uber druver in area. Stated that there were 
5-6 kids who entered a taxi vab 5 min before the officers

NC 2 10/12/2014 4:10 Kids on fire escape will not goi inside party has been going on 
for a long time. Very loud

Nothing Showing Checked the rear alley of the entire block of beacon. Nothing showing 
on fire escape/ no noise audible

NC 4 10/13/2014 0:07 Loud talking inside and out Assist Rendered 2 kids outside talking, advised
NC 9 10/13/2014 0:37 RP unsure exact address- states midway down, on right entering 

from w.rox pkwy. Loud music/talking
Assist Rendered playing video games had the TV up too loud will turn it down. Have 

been advised
NC 2 10/15/2014 23:03 Dog barking unsure which fl or apt. unable to provide anything 

further
Nothing Showing Checked the surrounding area, there was nothing showing. No dog 

barking
NC 3 10/16/2014 0:10 Sounds like 2 males talking loudly out front at bottom of stairs Subjects FI'd 2 subjects were ID'd. One of them was intoxicated and fallon was called 

to have him evaluated. One was sent home in a cab to 68 Strathmore 
Rd

NC 8 10/17/2014 19:24 RP lives on Lyman Rd. Believes music is coming from address. 
On going issue

Nothing Showing No music in area



NC 5 10/17/2014 23:10 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint roommates talking loudly w/windows open. Advised of complaint. 
Have shut windows

NC 5 10/17/2014 23:48 Large group talking & Yelling by-law citation
NC 1 10/18/2014 0:12 Loud music, talking. Fl 2 but does seem to be throughout the 

bldg
by-law citation

NC 5 10/18/2014 0:11 Large group talking loudly front and back. On going issue Assist Rendered no noise coming from address, one party smoking out front 1805. have 
been advised

NC 1 10/18/2014 1:35 Large group talking outside for last 10 min Nothing Showing Nothing showing in area
NC 1 10/18/2014 1:38 Rear balcony facing thatcher st. 4th or 5th fl. Group talking 

loudly and yelling. Unsure exact unit.
Unable to Locate Unable to locate

NC 3 10/18/2014 2:10 on outdoor ride porch- group talking loudly Assist Rendered No noise on arrival. Advised of complaint romate and party were 
outside smoking have since gone inside

NC 1 10/18/2014 2:32 Loud talking in rear Adv/ Complaint 2 resident smoking being very quiet at this time will go inside. Nothing 
out of ordinary

NC 5 10/18/2014 2:39 Loud music, talking. Black sedan outside. People getting in and 
out slamming doors

Nothing Showing No black car parked outside

NC 1 10/18/2014 12:52 See caller at 106 Pleasant regarding on going noise from 
neighbor that plays guitar loud for hrs on end. Has spoke to LL 
the lagos regarding problem to no avail

Subjects FI'd FI'd . Will cease playing

NC 4 10/18/2014 14:46 Residents are drumming out on the street Checks out OK Family drum practice, no unreasonable noise, wrapping up shortly

NC 6 10/18/2014 21:51 Caller reports LP noise coming from the area. Unknown of exact 
location, possibly outside of Brookline

For the Record Sound coming from Newton, NPD notified

NC 3 10/18/2014 23:10 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint teen resident had 2 friends over. Advised and will turn music down. 
Parents are aware that friends of daughter are over and will be home in 
15 min

NC 1 10/18/2014 23:35 Loud music and talking coming from 2nd possibly 1st as well by-law citation

NC 1 10/18/2014 23:41 Loud talking out from of Osaka Nothing Showing Checked surrounding area- side streets and alleyways. No noise audible

NC 3 10/19/2014 0:13 Loud talking and music for few hrs by-law citation
NC 3 10/19/2014 0:46 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint
NC 3 10/19/2014 1:07 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint romates talking as they were arriving home from a night out. They were 

Fid and advised
NC 5 10/19/2014 1:09 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint Spoke to residnet. Listening to music no unreasonably loud. They were 

advised and have turned music down
NC 5 10/19/2014 1:15 Loud music and talking by-law citation
NC 4 10/19/2014 1:33 Loud music and talking coming from top fl of bldg on corner. 

People out on patio coming in and out
Adv/ Complaint Residents were not playing loud music or making any unreasonable 

noise. They were advised
NC 2 10/19/2014 1:57 Loud music and talking. People out on balcony. Neighbor asked 

residnets to quiet down but party refused
Adv/ Complaint spoke to both residents as well as reporting party. No noise upon 

officer's arrival. No violations observed. Residents were advised

NC 1 10/19/2014 2:01 Lou dmusic and talking from 1st fl by-law citation
NC 5 10/19/2014 2:52 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint 2 roomates talking amongst themselves. Windows open voices were 

carrying. No music or any unreasonable noise. Advised, windows shut. 

NC 1 10/19/2014 4:01 Loud music and talking by-law citation
NC 3 10/19/2014 6:15 Approx 5 males outside yelling seem to be DK by-law citation
LP 1 10/23/2014 23:54 Loud music and talking by-law citation
NC 1 10/22/2014 2:04 In park near playgroud equipment- group talking loudly Sent on Way The group was advsied and sent on way
NC 4 10/24/2014 22:07 In rear. Kids being loud yelling and talking. In playground area Gone on arrival Kids have gone inside for the night

NC 1 10/24/2014 22:29 RP states there is a lot of noise coming from Oasak and possibly 
the vallet workers

Nothing Showing Group down green by dwight moving along. Nothing showing in front 
of Osaka

NC 4 10/24/2014 0:01 RP hears loud music and talking from apt 9 Adv/ Complaint residents of had guests leaving for the evening. They were advsied



NC 3 10/25/2014 1:50 RP is out of 17 coolidge st and says theres a group of ppl talking 
loudly in rear which she thinks is 18 fuller

Adv/ Complaint no noise upon arrival. Residnets were talking and having a cigarette. 
Advised

NC 3 10/25/2014 21:42 RP states his tenants complained of loud music coming from apt 
on 1st fl

Checks out OK Resident of unit 1 home with an infant and 5 yr old. No noise

NC 5 10/25/2014 22:46 Kids drinking and loud musi at that address Checks out OK playing soccer in the side yard, game is over
NC 2 10/25/2014 23:59 Loud noise coming from Apt 3 talking and music Adv/ Complaint Advised, couple of FI's
NC 1 10/26/2014 0:29 Loud noise coming from Apt above Checks out OK spoke to concierge, spoke to them and they have been quiet since. 

Double checked, no sound on arrival
NC 1 10/26/2014 0:41 Loud noise coming from 1st fl Adv/ Complaint Upon arrival, no noise, some people talking loudly in the hall way they 

were advised
NC 4 10/26/2014 1:02 Loud noise coming from restaurant. People out front as well. 

Been going on for long
Nothing Showing Checked the area no noise needless call

NC 1 10/28/2014 14:52 Caller states that comp in area was using very loud leaf blowers Nothing Showing No leaf vlowers used in the area

NC 4 10/30/2014 4:21 Loud construction suppose to end at 4am still going on Adv/ Complaint construction crew was packing up. Advised
NC 1 10/30/2014 22:53 College aged individuals out front smoking and making noise 

talking. Next dr to caller. Caller does not wish to speak with 
officer

Gone on arrival Party out front was gone on arrival

LP 2 10/31/2014 22:35 Caller states she is calling from River way island apt. hears Loud 
music and talking (Poss LP) coming from netherlands rd on 
balcony

Adv/ Complaint Party wrapping up upon arrival. Resident of 15 netherlands rd 3 was ID 
& advised. Now waiting for cabs

LP 1 10/31/2014 22:34 Loud talking & screaming on porch unable to see which house 
they are but on corner of browne and freeman

by-law citation LP located

NC 1 10/31/2014 23:09 RP states loud noise across the street. People out front of bldg 
as well

by-law citation 3 By law citation.

LP 1 10/31/2014 0:00 by-law citation Located a LP on 
NC 7 10/31/2014 23:59 Noise coming from apt 5 for past couple hrs. rp believes they 

are having a party
Assist Rendered Couple people outside on back porch talking. All parties advised of 

complaint
NC 5 11/1/2014 0:09 RP states noise is coming from apt below him. Loud music and 

talking
Assist Rendered Few people inside apt w/music up too loud. They have been advised

NC 1 11/1/2014 1:16 Loud music and talking. People out on balcony as well by-law citation
NC 2 11/1/2014 1:16 Loud music and talking. On going issue by-law citation LP by law citation issued
NC 1 11/1/2014 1:43 People outside being very loud has been going on for several 

hrs. possibly in back lot
Assist Rendered Noise is coming from . Boston PD has been notified

NC 2 11/1/2014 13:45 Complaints of noise, unsure of source, feels possibly parsons 
field

Assist Rendered Noise coming from NU soccer game. Spoke to tom joyce who will work 
on turning down volume of PA system

NC 2 11/1/2014 21:08 Loud music coming from a house In area. Possibly 17 stearns rd Adv/ Complaint Party atwas advised of Loud music and by law

NC 2 11/1/2014 21:28 Caller reporting that neighbor Hazel Dickerson is banging loudly 
on the wall and yelling out the window at them. Caller trying to 
get newborn to sleep and she wont stop

For the Record parties advsied, will keep it quiet for the night

LP 4 11/1/2014 23:45 LP on 1st fl by-law citation
LP 4 11/2/2014 0:00 by-law citation
NC 2 11/5/2014 23:01 RP states the tennants of apt 6 are playing ukuleles too loudly Unfounded call No answer at apt 6, no lights on in apt, no noise audible from outside

NC 2 11/6/2014 21:11 2nd fl, loud music coming from the apt Nothing Showing Pine St rooming house, stood outside unit 7 for several moments, no 
noise, nothing showing

LP 5 11/7/2014 0:54 LP on 2nd fl by-law citation
LP 4 11/8/2014 1:25 Loud music and talking coming from 3rd fl by-law citation
LP 1 11/8/2014 2:35 LP coming from 4G Adv/ Complaint residents of 3g was disturbed by the footsteps noise coming from 4g 

above him. Residents were advised
NC 1 11/9/2014 2:49 Loud music, unknown apt for fl Unfounded call no noise on arrival, address is in complete darkness only light is from 

TV
NC 1 11/9/2014 4:37 Loud music, talking coming from 1st fl by-law citation 2nd Offense $300 fine 



NC 8 11/11/2014 19:39 House across from 73 Laurel Rd playing movies, Tv loud. RP 
states on going issue

Adv/ Complaint Spoke w/cakker and resident. Didn't realize the outdr component of his 
new Tv system was on. Has been shut off and caller is satisfied. 

NC 4 11/12/2014 22:41 People on skateboards jumping off things, very loud Gone on arrival checked surrounding area, gone on arrival
NC 3 11/15/2014 3:29 Loud music and talking on 4th fl, rp believes 413 by-law citation
NC 3 11/15/2014 20:26 has been playing loud music for 20 min. ongoing issue. Occurred 

this AM and last night. Rp stated he was sited last night
Assist Rendered No noise, caller more concerned about issue w/noise from last night

LP 4 11/15/2014 23:07 Loud music people talking and screaming. Couple hrs now. Checks out OK childs bday party in community rm. They’ve reserved it. Cleaning up for 
the night now. Spoke to caller advised and satisfied

NC 2 11/15/2014 23:15 Loud music Adv/ Complaint Event was ending, guests leaving dinner party, residents advised

NC 2 11/16/2014 0:24 Loud music in the area Unable to Locate unable to locate noise in the area
NC 2 11/16/2014 0:32 Loud music by-law citation
NC 11/16/2014 2:00 Loud stomping, moving items from apt above Gone on arrival nothing showing. Caller states noise stopped prior to officers arrival

NC 11/16/2014 2:28 2nd call. Loud stomping, moving items, closing dr coming from 
2nd fl

Assist Rendered no noise audible, caller states he will make his way to a different bedrm 
for remainder of evening. Further advises he will follow up w/housing 
dept if noise continues

LP 1 11/20/2014 21:19 Huge party loud music, lots of people Adv/ Complaint Residents watching football on a loud TV. TV turned down. Were 
advised

NC 4 11/21/2014 22:13 RP states lots music and jumping. Lots of banging Adv/ Complaint 4 roommates watching a movie loudly they were advised
NC 1 11/22/2014 1:36 Loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint Residents of apt 2 were advised of nc and by law. The roommates were 

watching tv and unaware how loud they were

NC 1 11/22/2014 1:58 2nd call loud music By-law citation
NC 2 11/22/2014 7:35 Sounds like the residnet moving unknown items around their 

bedroom
Adv/ Complaint Resident was moving furniture and has been advised

NC 4 11/22/2014 19:39 Caller reports upstairs neighbors in unit 5 have their music up 
too loud

For the Record No noise on arrival, advised of complaint caller satisfied

NC 3 11/22/2014 23:08 Loud music caller is upstairs but wishes to remain annoymous Adv/ Complaint spoke to homeowner, residents are wrapping up a family holiday party. 
They were advised of the complaint and guests are leaving for the 
night. 

NC 3 11/22/2014 23:41 Same caller as before. Music still going Adv/ Complaint No noise upon arrival. Residents have some guests leaving. No 
violations at this time. Residents were advised of the complaint

LP 3 11/23/2014 1:50 RP states a very loud party in apt 5 w/DJ and loud music. 
Multiple residence have asked them to shut it down and they do 
for a few min then go back to it. Has been drinking, smoking and 
intoxicated people leaving the apt. RP doesn't wish to be ID but 
will buzz officers in

By-law citation

NC 7 11/24/2014 20:26 Caller states there is a loud high pitched horn noise that has 
been going off in the area, no better description, possibly near 
the lady of the cedars church

Went to Goddard & Rockwood and nothing showing

LP 1 11/26/2014 0:48 LP coming from apt 2E Adv/ Complaint 2 roommates talking loudly. Have been advised of complaint and will 
quiet down

LP 1 11/26/2014 23:34 LP coming from apt 23 2nd fl Adv/ Complaint No LP. 3 roommates talking loudly. Theyre advised
NC 4 11/28/2014 22:37 Loud music. RP would like to speak to officer Assist Rendered spoke with resident of apt 3. theyre advised. Theyre watching a movie. 

Livingrm abuts neighbors bedroom. 
NC 1 11/29/2014 22:45 kids loud in the playground. RP can only hear them cant see how 

many or description
Sent on Way Group of high school kids in park. They’ve moved along

NC 2 11/30/2014 20:16 Loud banging coming from the kitchen. On going issue 
happened everyday and spoke to management they did nothing

Assist Rendered spoke to caller did not wish to speak with residents of 422 was seeking 
advised, was advised

NC 4 12/1/2014 21:38 Caller complains that downstairs neighbors are 
screaming/yelling making a lot of noise. On going issue

Adv/ Complaint Complaint for 1sr fl. No noise on arrival. 3 ppl were home no music and 
advised will try to kepe it down



NC 3 12/5/2014 4:37 Loud music and talking from apt 3 for multiple hrs Adv/ Complaint were able to speak with residents of apt 3. fell asleep w/tv on. Advised 
of complaint and will turn it off for the night

NC 9 12/5/2014 22:56 Loud noises moving around furniture. Has talked to 
management and they said only option left to clal police and 
would like to speak with an officer

Adv/ Complaint on going issue parties advised

LP 3 12/6/2014 21:48 From BUPD LP on 3rd fl Adv/ Complaint some loud talking coming from apt 4. nothing unreasonable. Advised

LP 2 12/6/2014 22:48 Loud music an seem like a lot of people Gone on arrival spoke with caller. Apt 3 is now unoccupied caller is satisfied
LP 1 12/6/2014 23:25 2nd call. LP on 2nd fl apt 4 Assist Rendered same apt as earlier. A few people are at residents talking loudly will 

break it up for the night
NC 2 12/6/2014 0:06 Loud talking coming from a rear porch in area Unit Clear caller back and stated noise stopped and wish to cancel police response

NC 4 12/7/2014 0:07 Possible pump running in the area making a lot of noise Assist Rendered Generator powering unable to shut it off
LP 5 12/7/2014 0:14 2 LP's 1st and 2nd fl Adv/ Complaint No LP unit 2 no one home unit 2 roommates have friends over will turn 

music down
LP 1 12/7/2014 0:29 LP coming from the 2nd fl Adv/ Complaint roommates watching tv w/windows open, will turn it down for the 

night
LP 1 12/7/2014 2:53 LP coming from the basement apt by-law citation
NC 1 12/12/2014 3:26 Concierge received report of loud music/talking from resident of 

apt 219. attempted, unsuccessfully to make contact with 
resident of 119 and advise. 

Assist Rendered On going complaint from tenant of 219. very light music was audible 
from rear of unit 119. unable toraise anyone at unit 119. resident of 
219 was advised. Spoke with concierge who states she will follow up 
with the management company

NC 4 12/13/2014 0:37 group of teenages outside being disruptive and loud possibly 
drinking

Nothing Showing Checked with harris st. the street was all quiet and no one was outside. 
Nothing showing

NC 4 12/13/2014 0:58 Noise coming from across the street on Davis Ave. on going 
issue

Adv/ Complaint the residents of  were talking loudly and had tv loud. Residents were 
advised and would keep noise down for the night

NC 5 12/13/2014 1:12 Lou dnoise coming from apt 4, music and talking by-law citation
NC 2 12/13/2014 1:30 Loud music and talking, on going issue Nothing Showing spoke to caller they said noise coming from address, caller stated group 

of people left before police arrived on scene, caller is out of , nothing 
showing gone on arrival

LP 4 12/14/2014 0:14 LP coming from apt 4 by-law citation
NC 4 12/15/2014 0:20 Loud music coming from apt upstairs on 2nd fl. Caller believes 

unit 5
XXXXXXXXXXXXX

NC 4 12/17/2014 3:22 Upstairs neighbor of rp is talking loudly. Possibly on phone Adv/ Complaint all quiet, resident was advised.

NC 1 12/18/2014 0:07 BUPD Received 3 calls for noise complaints at residencts by-law citation
NC 3 12/20/2014 8:13 Thumping and banging from upstairs Adv/ Complaint spoke w/parents child was playing with toys in livingrm. Advised both 

caller and residents
NC 1 12/20/2014 21:40 Loud music from apt Adv/ Complaint spoke to occupant had music a little loud not unreasonable advised 

heading out for the night
NC 1 12/20/2014 23:06 Loud music on the 1st fl next dr house is to right of 112 Browne Adv/ Complaint Area residents were making their way into an uber. They were advised

NC 4 12/25/2014 18:09 Anonymous caller reports "firecracker" type noise in area, 
occurred once 30 min ago then again 2 min ago

Nothing Showing

NC 4 12/25/2014 19:09 caller reports unknown noise in area. There was a language 
barrier/confusion on the phone

For the Record spoke with the party, no satisfied with explanation provided. That noise 
sounds like its coming from boston

NC 2 12/26/2014 17:19 caller complaining of noise from kids in apt below. Running 
around and banging things

Nothing Showing no noise coming form apt and no response at dr. spoke with rp and 
advised. Left prior to arrival

NC 1 12/26/2014 23:38 3rd fl rear balcony loud music and talking Adv/ Complaint resident advised of NC
NC 1 12/27/2014 0:24 Loud music from apt Adv/ Complaint advised residents of NC all quiet on arrival
NC 1 12/28/2014 21:57 Loud vacum sounds caller says ongoin g issue, believes tenant in 

403 is doing it intentionally. Caller will meet w/police to talk 
about issue

Adv/ Complaint spoke to resident and she was advised to contact landlord about 
ongoing issue no noise on arrival

NC 2 12/31/2014 22:14 Weird noise from the apartment from above the caller, banging 
and rolling.

Assist Rendered Party was advised spoke with neighbor upstairs no noise upon arrival. 
Will notify housing, on going issue



NC 4 12/31/2014 23:59 Noise coming from inside building Assist Rendered A couple of people living in apt 5 were excite about the new year. 
Advised to keep noise level down for the night

NC 1 1/1/2015 0:34 Loud music coming from bar Assist Rendered All windows and doors are shut. Normal business practice, will be 
shutting down at 0100 Hrs

NC 2 1/1/2015 0:52 Loud noise coming from Apt 9 Assist Rendered TV on too loud. They have been advised
NC 2 1/1/2015 1:01 Loud music/talking Assist Rendered Ongoing issue between unit 3 and unit C2 reguarding noies coming 

from children in the apt. All parties advised
NC 3 1/1/2015 1:07 Loud music/talking Assist Rendered Advised music was on too loud
NC 2 1/1/2015 3:11 Loud noises coming from apt, loud horn, and music Assist Rendered Spoke with tennant, TV was a little too loud. Advised of the complaint 

and turned it down.
NC 5 1/1/2015 3:34 Man in car outside honking Checks out OK Uber driver trying to find clients. They were in a house on Clafin Rd

LP 5 1/2/2015 22:43 Loud party and music, lots of people going in and out, lots of 
cars

by-law citation

NC 1 1/2/2015 23:00 Loud noise from television constantly late at night, advised the 
caller, not much police can do but she would like to speak to 
officer 

Adv/ Complaint Both RP and resident of apt 6A were advised, clear

NC 5 1/3/2015 3:07 Loud dryerfan outside of window, (white house to the right 
when facing 134 university, she believes its 136), ongoing issue, 
Caller tried to speak with neighbors herself but they did nothing 
about it 

For the Record There wsa no violation of a town bylaw. The caller was advised

NC 3 1/3/2015 10:11 8J reporting loud music on 0830 Hrs in unit 7J Adv/ Complaint Unable to speak with caller because caller would not answer door..No 
noise upon arrival but residents were still advised

NC 1 1/4/2015 0:47 Manager moved group in early 20's out of hotel/now talking 
loudly on out front near cab stand

Sent on Way Individuals were getting into a taxi cab upon officers' arrival

NC 2 1/4/2015 16:55 Noise coming from apt below him, loud noise from kids running 
and banging things

Adv/ Complaint Spoke with both parties they were both advised and they will follow up 
with property management

NC 2 1/5/2015 2:00 Loud music from basement Adv/ Complaint Resident wsa advised, TV was turned too loud
NC 2 1/5/2015 4:21 Caller heard "banging" as if someone using a hammer on floor 5, 

doesn't sound like someone is trying to get inside unit
Assist Rendered Spoke ot caller, heater is making noise, was satisfied

NC 1 1/6/2015 23:08 Loud TV from APT#6 Adv/ Complaint Ongoing dispute about TV volume, turned down for now.
LP 4 1/7/2015 0:34 Loud party coming from rear 677 Washington St Nothing Showing No noise, checked area and Beacon St.
NC 2 1/8/2015 23:44 Furniture moving/talking upstairs Adv/ Complaint Spoke to caller as to resident of apt 6J. Noise not originating from unit, 

but from 5L. Resident there wsa opening and closing a sliding glass 
door. Noise was not unreasonable. Resident was advised of complaint 
and by-law

NC 2 1/9/2015 1:31 Resident of APT 6J is slamming his closet door, on coming 
problem

Adv/ Complaint Spoke to caller as well as to the residents of 5L and 6J. Unable to 
pinpoint the exact location of the noise. The caller is satisfied.

NC 4 1/10/2015 0:09 Loud Music and talking in APT #1 Assist Rendered On arrival there was no unreasonable noise. Spoke with Rp she is 
satisfied.

NC 2 1/10/2015 23:32 RP states possibly college students on roof talking and drinking. Gone on arrival BU PD and facilities- The roof is clear. No noise on arrival.

NC 1/12/2015 1:37 Loud Music Adv/ Complaint People Talking loudly were advised of complaint.
NC 2 1/19/2015 13:16 Been going on since 0800 hrs. Kid running around on the 3rd 

floor. See caller on the 2nd floor.
Adv/ Complaint Both parties have been advised.

LP 3 1/23/2015 22:23 Loud party. Loud music Subjects FI'd Music turned down prior to arrival. Resident will be leaving shortly. 1 FL

NC 3 1/24/2015 0:34 Loud music and talking. by-law citation Residents of APT 2C were issued a town by-law citation for noise. 
Case#2015-421

NC 1 1/24/2015 1:24 Loud music and talking. Adv/ Complaint 6-10 people outside attempting to hail a cab. They were advised.

NC 4 1/24/2015 2:01 Loud party still going on. Adv/ Complaint There was no noise on arrival. Spoke to caller, she was satisfied. There 
were a few people in of the waiting for a cab.

NC 3 1/24/2015 2:48 People being loud outside screaming and yelling. Nothing Showing Checked the surrounding area, nothing showing, the area was all quiet.



LP 3 1/24/2015 23:12 Loud party in APT 5 Adv/ Complaint Small group of people were advised and told to be quiet for the night.

LP 4 1/25/2015 0:07 Loud party. Sent on Way With all other units a few people waiting outside, have been advised 
and sent on there way.

NC 6 1/25/2015 8:38 Fairway Rd resident called detail line, complaints plates in 
roadway OPP 850 are noisy, request they be checked.

Notifcation Plates may be sinking slightly, are noisy, should be checked. Nat Grid 
(Bob) notified.

LP 4 1/27/2015 22:12 Loud music singing and talking. Assist Rendered Spoke with RP no noise upon arrival. Advised of complaint.
NC 1 1/30/2015 3:31 Loud banging and slamming door coming from APT 3 on 3rd 

floor
Assist Rendered Spoke with caller, states upstairs neighbors is moving furnature. Unable 

to raise upstairs apt after multiple times. No noise upon arrival.

LP 3 2/1/2015 0:23 Loud party coming from APT8 on the 4th floor by-law citation Party has been shut down residents of APT 8 have been issued a town 
by law citation.

LP 4 2/1/2015 22:05 Loud super bowl related party, yelling and foul language. APT 33 
calling about APT 31.

Checks out OK Spoke to redsidents and caller. No party, Two roomates excited about 
the game. They were advised. Shutting it down.

LP 5 2/1/2015 22:47 APT 5 3rd floor left side. Party with "incredibly" loud music. 
When caller knocked on door music was turned up. APT 1 calling 
about apt 5.

Adv/ Complaint Residents talking loudly about the super bow. They were advised.

NC 1 2/1/2015 22:47 Loud music coming from APT 3, possibly 4 as well. Loud bass 
keep the RP up.

Sent on Way Group outside from a super bowl party. They were leaving the area.

NC 3 2/5/2015 21:41 Caller complaining about noise from upstairs neighbor in unit 
801. Constant loud banging and child screaming issue, unable to 
rectify.

Assist Rendered Spoke to caller ongoing issue just walking upstairs in the apt, advised 
will contact management.

NC 3 2/6/2015 20:59 Children bagning and screaming upstairs Assist Rendered Spoke with residents of apt 2. Serveal kids runing around causing noise. 
Parents were advised. Rp is satisfied.

LP 3 2/6/2015 21:51 Loud Party. Adv/ Complaint 2 roomates with music on. They were advised.
NC 4 2/6/2015 23:50 Anonymous caller complains of loud talking in unit 3. Adv/ Complaint No noise upon arrival. Residents were sleeping. Nothing showing.

NC 4 2/7/2015 22:47 Loud machine loud from apartment upstairs and has talked to 
landlord and have not been there to check or do anything for a 
month now..will be downstairs waiting.

Adv/ Complaint Spoke to the caller. Heard noises in questions- typing and tv watching, 
unreasonable noise throughout the building. Spoke to residents and 
advised them of the complaint.

NC 2 2/8/2015 2:40 Small group talking loudly outside. Gone on arrival Checked the area.
NC 1 2/10/2015 0:13 Loud talking in apt 5 By-law citation Town by law citation (Second Subsequent offense) issued to 

residents of apt 5. 
NC 1 2/10/2015 13:18 Neighbor keeps dropping heavy objects on the floor. Caller 

states this is an ongoing problem.
Subjects FI'd Apt #7, FI - Ongoing issue resident is in the order of being evicted. 

Apy#9 advised of complaint.
NC 1 2/13/2015 2:44 Loud yelling/talking coming from the 3rd floor Adv/ Complaint  Fl 1- spoke to residents roomates talking loudly. They've been advised 

of the complaint and will quie down for the night.

NC 2 2/13/2015 23:15 Loud music. Adv/ Complaint Made contact with residence of APT 8 They were playing a video game 
and were advised of the complaint and bylaw and will turn it down.. 
Caller is satisfied

LP 3 2/14/2015 0:44 Loud party.Loud party in the 2nd floor and rear porch. By-Law Citation Residence of APT 2 cited for viol. 
NC 4 2/14/2015 3:00 Machine noise coming from roof. Ongoing issue. RP waiting in 

lobby.
Nothing showing No noise on arrival, nothing showing.

NC 3 2/14/2015 22:40 Complaining of noise and voices from 413. Not a party likely 3-4 
guest, just too loud in apartment setting.

Adv/ Complaint No unreasonable noise. Spoke to residents, they were advised of 
complaint.

NC 3 2/14/2015 0:43 First half responded 22:40 advised and no unreasonable noise 
then loud music and talking between roomates. Caller advises 
now louder. 

Unfounded call Spoke to resident of apt 413. watching tv very quietly and speaking to a 
friend at a normal level of conversation. Spoke to the caller, she is 
staisfied.

LP 1 2/15/2015 3:18 Loud music and loud talking possibly a lot of people… coming 
from apt 2 on the 2nd flr. On goingn issue.

by-law citation  issued a $300 town by law citation. Second offence

NC 3 2/15/2015 6:04 Loud music coming from the apartment. Caller believes. The 
person in the apt is getting revenge on her for calling in the 
earlier night. And has yelled things at her though the walls. The 
caller will meet officers down stairs to explain.

By-law Citation Town by law citation, (first offense, $100) issued to the residence of



NC 5 2/21/2015 0:10 Loud Music and Talking By-law Citation Loud Party dispersed. Music wsa turned down upon arrival. 1 TBL 
citation issued. 

NC 3 2/21/2015 2:37 Top floor-loud live band playing. Checks out OK Nothing unreasonable, couple of people out back talking.
LP 1 2/21/2015 22:28 Loud music talking and strong odor of marijuana. Checks out OK 2 Adults in apt no noise upon arrival no marijuana use.
NC 3 2/22/2015 0:17 Loud music and talking. By-law Citation Citation issued for
NC 4 2/22/2015 1:15 Loud music. Checks out OK Spoke with residents no unreasonable noise, 3 residents talking.

NC 1 2/22/2015 1:51 Loud music and talking from Frat house. Assist Rendered Will stand by until shuttle bus has arrived and remaining of students 
leave.

NC 2 2/26/2015 4:25 Banging on walls in APT517 for the past 4 hours Unfounded call No noise audible from any apartment on floor 5. Resident of APT 517 
was asleep.

NC 1 2/26/2015 23:06 Loud Music and Talking throughout building. By-law Citation Town by law citation issued to residents of
NC 4 2/27/2015 8:01 See Caller in apt 6 reguarding on going issues with neighbor 

caller stating that it is an on goining issue.
Adv/ Complaint Unit 6 advised of complaint, no threats made.

LP 2 2/27/2015 23:46 Loud party been goining on for hours By-law citation One town by law issued to Leann Dillman for noise ordinance.
NC 2 3/3/2015 23:54 Loud Music By-law Citation Resident of Apt 617 was issued a town by law citation for noise.

NC 1 3/6/2015 23:29 Loud music and talking coming from apt#2 By-Law Citation Resident of  was issued a town by-law citation for noise.
NC 2 3/8/2015 0:14 Issues with noise from the resident of above her. Language 

barrier with caller.
Assist Rendered Spoke with RP concerned with residents above her making noise when 

entering building. Unable to make contact with upstairs residents.

NC 5 3/9/2015 8:57 Rp states a hood milk truck possibly making a delivery, has been 
"rewing" the engine for over 30 mins waking her up from her 
nap.

Gone on arrival

NC 4 3/10/2015 9:47 Caller in unit #1 would like to speak with officer, ongoing noise 
complaint of upstairs neighbor stomping at all hours.

Adv/ Complaint Spoke with Rp and advised her of what to do.. Party in apartment 3 was 
not home at the time… she was satisfied.

NC 4 3/14/2015 1:38 Noise coming from first floor possibly loud music and talking. By-Law Citation Resident of APT #101 was issued town bylaw citation for noise. Case# 
2015-1339

NC 9 3/15/2015 3:28 Loud stomping coming from apt 202 Adv/ Complaint No noise upon arrival. Resident in apt 202 was sleeping and states she 
dropped her phone on the floor. This was likely the noise the neighbor 
heard. Ongoing dispute. Both parties advised to pursue this through 
the management company.

NC 2 3/15/2015 10:03 Nighbor in unit 5 on LFR 4 is banging. Ongoing problem. Assist Rendered Complaint about children walking around. Both parties have contacted 
chestnut Hill realty.

NC 3 3/15/2015 13:17 Unit 4 complains of loud music from unit 5. Didn't answer at 
door when she tried to ask them to turn it down.

Unable to locate Spoke with caller, unable to locate where music is coming from. APT 5 
is quiet, resident actually returned when officers were knocking.

NC 4 3/18/2015 0:17 Loud stereo. Assist Rendered Spoke to residents, TV was on, will turn it down
NC 1 3/19/2015 8:08 Complaint of car pulling up and beeping passenger to come out 

of building/ No description of car this occurs every Thursday 
morning. 

Nothing Showing SP Attention.

NC 2 3/19/2015 22:08 Caller complaining about excessive noise from her upstairs 
neighbor, believed to be apt 8J. Moving furnature and banging.

Matter Resolved AR resident in apt 8J is elderly and uses a walker creating the noise, she 
will be getting tennis balls to put on the walker.

NC 1 3/19/2015 22:39 Loud music and bass. Nothing Showing Unfounded call. No noise.
NC 1 3/21/2015 1:15 3 or 4 "kids" in the rear lot singing Nothing Showing There was nothing showing in the area. There was no noise on arrival.

NC 3 3/21/2015 1:40 RP can hear loud talking coming from 524 Harvard St. believes 
coming from inside. Unknown exactly where. Windows open. 

Nothing Showing Checked the surrounding area. There was no noise coming from any of 
the buildings in the area. There was some noise from people walking by 
the area.

NC 1 3/21/2015 17:32 Caller reporting screaming and yelling. Possible loud party. Adv/ Complaint Spoke with resident of apt 5 and music was a little too loud. He was 
advised and turned it down… RP is satisfied. 

NC 4 3/21/2015 0:13 Loud music coming from apt 3. Ongoing problem. RP would like 
to see an officer.

Unfounded call Spoke with caller in apt 1. Heard no noise above her in apt#3. Spoke to 
tenant in apt 3. TV was on at below average volume. Apt1 tenant is 
attempting to attain another unit assignment by complaining of noise 
from apt 3.



NC 5 3/22/2015 3:46 Loud talking coming from the 3rd flr. Nothing Showing Unable to gain access to the building. No noise audible upon arrival.

NC 2 3/23/2015 20:19 APT. She has called before in the past to complain and that is an 
on going issue. She went up to talk to her neighbor about it and 
they won't answer the door. RP also tried to tap the ceiling with 
a broom to quiet them down and they wont stop. RP requests to 
speak to an officer and will wait in 2A .

Assist Rendered No noise upon arrival. All parties were spoken to and advised.

NC 4 3/24/2015 8:59 Construction site, loud radio. Adv/ Complaint Advised of complaint. Will turn radio down. 
NC 5 3/26/2015 4:02 Loud drilling and banging noise going on possibly in building or 

outside for past 2 hours. No detail on street.
Adv/ Complaint Crew is doing work at apt 2. Have been advised of noise complaint and 

will be shuttin git down.
NC 4 3/27/2015 20:50 Check the area of Dean Park. RP states two kids playing 

basketball as well as skateboarding,
Sent on Way Moved along.

NC 4 3/27/2015 21:46 3 Males in their mid 20s skateboarding causing ruckus. Sent on Way Kids skateboarding they have been advised and sent on way.
LP 3 3/27/2015 22:48 Teenagers in the rear of building on top of steep hill breaking 

glass bottles, drinking ans yelling.
Report Taken Multiple parties identified, roxy friedman was issued a town bylaw 

citation for noise. Report taken 2015-1594.
NC 6 3/27/2015 23:16 Floor 2 loud music and talking. Adv/ Complaint Resident of apt 2 was advised to keep the volume of TV down. Subject 

FI'd.
NC 2 3/28/2015 0:58 Loud music apt 5k. Assist Rendered BFD the fire dept gained access to apt 5k. The apt was vacant and a 

radio was left on. The radio was shut off.
NC 2 3/28/2015 2:25 Loud music and talking. By-law Citation Resident of was issued a town by law for noise Case # 2015-1596

NC 5 3/29/2015 1:26 Unit 2 loud music and talking on going issue. Adv/ Complaint No unreasonable noise. Spoke to one of residents in apt 2 was 
watching movie with his roomate.

NC 1 3/29/2015 1:50 Loud music and talking coming from apt 3 Adv/ Complaint No noise upon arrival. Spoke to residents of apt 3 on floor 2 and 
apartment 5  on floor 3. There was a party earlier in the evening. Spoke 
ti the caller, she's satisfied. 

NC 1 3/29/2015 4:33 Loud music. For the Record Rp called back and stated the noise had stopped prior to officer's 
arrival.

NC 4 3/31/2015 2:28 Loud music and talking coming from apt 3 Adv/ Complaint Resident of apt 3 didn't realize how loud the music wsa. He was 
identified and advised. The music was turned down.

NC 2 4/1/2015 14:20 A bouncy house is in use behind the house… the generator is 
noisey,

Checks out OK Noise does not seem unresaonable, caller not willing to talk no info.

NC 1 4/1/2015 22:06 RP states neighbors has been playing loud music for about 
30mins.

Adv/ Complaint No unreasonable noise at that address, neighbor just wanted some 
quiet while she was studying.

NC 1 4/1/2015 23:56 Loud Tv in apartment 6. Adv/ Complaint Ongoing disput between neighbor. They were advised. 
LP 2 4/2/2015 21:27 Possibly coming from the 3rd floor. Loud music, people 

screaming.
Assist Rendered Unit 3 nothing unreasonable there, they were watching the bruins 

game, been advised.
NC 2 4/3/2015 0:45 Possible cleaning being done droping items/moving objects 

ongoing problem.
Adv/ Complaint Both parties advised officers that they are in the process of addressing 

the ongoing dispute through management. 
NC 2 4/3/2015 21:12 RP states loud music has been playing for over 30mins. Would 

like to speak with an officer.
For the Record Downstairs neighbor listening to music getting ready for the night. They 

were advsied
NC 1 4/4/2015 0:14 Loud music and talking. By-Law Citation Town by law citation to resident of apt 101 
NC 1 4/4/2015 0:51 Loud talking Adv/ Complaint Spoke with resident no unreasonable noise quite talking, advised to 

keep it quiet.
NC 1 4/4/2015 1:07 Loud music and talking on floor 1. Rp unsure exactly which 

apartment.
By-Law Citation APT advised of complaint by law issued

NC 1 4/4/2015 3:31 Group talking loudly Nothing Showing Nothing showing in the rear if the address.
NC 3 4/4/2015 14:24 Upstairs neighbors have a group of people over / The noise is so 

loud it is shaking the house.
Investigation Resident is having a small party, advised.

NC 1 4/4/2015 21:51 Screaming, male and female Assist Rendered Family celebtrating holidays and basketball games, they were advised 
did speak to caller as well.

NC 1 4/4/2015 23:33 Loud music and talking apt #5 on 3rd floor By-Law Citation Town bylaw citation issued to residents of apt5
NC 9 4/4/2015 23:33 Loud banging and talking Adv/ Complaint Loud talking spoke to residents and advised them of complaint.

NC 1 4/5/2015 0:20 Loud music and talking. By-law citation Town by-law citation issued to residents of 



NC 2 4/5/2015 0:28 Loud group of men outside talking and yelling possibly 
intoxicated.

Adv/ Complaint Parties were located near longwood/sewall intersection. They were 
advised of the complaint and will keep the noise down.

NC 3 4/5/2015 1:10 Loud music and talking By-law citation Town bylaw citation issued to residents of 
NC 3 4/5/2015 22:29 Adv/ Complaint Spoke with all parties. No party, some loud talking quieted down for 

the night, all sitisfied.
LP 3 4/8/2015 23:52 Possible loud party. Adv/ Complaint No noise upon arrival. Residents were having a conversation. They 

were spoken to and advised of the complaint. They further advise that 
they're having an ongoing issue with a neighbor who may have called 
maliciously. 

NC 1 4/10/2015 0:58 Loud talking Adv/ Complaint Spoke to tenant at 4g, no unreasonable noise in apt, playing viseo 
games, will turn it down. 

NC 2 4/10/2015 14:19 Loud music / his walls were shaking. This is an ongoing problem. Assist Rendered Entrance gained with the assistance of the mngt co. no one home. 
Radio was shut off.

NC 2 4/10/2015 22:20 Loud music and loud talking. Assist Rendered Couple of roomates playing loud music, was advised.
LP 5 4/11/2015 0:26 Loud party, caller unsure of the address either 12 or 14 

university.
Assist Rendered … had radio up with window open advised and turned radio off.

NC 1 4/11/2015` 0:26 Complaining of people in front of saake Sent on Way Group moved along waiting for ride.
NC 1 4/11/2015 0:41 Caller is unsure the address possibly 222 Freeman or 126 

Browne, believes it could be a party. Not sure.
By-law citation By law citation issued to residents of apt#1

NC 3 4/11/2015 0:45 Caller states there are people talking loudly on rear poarch 
above the address.

By-law citation Apt #1 resident was cited with 1 by law ciattion.

LP 3 4/11/2015 3:01 Sounds like music and people being too loud… Ongoing issue at 
least couple hours tonight… does not want to speak with officer

Adv/ Complaint No unreasonable noise there spoke to both parties advised and 
satisfied.

NC 1 4/11/2015 23:14 Group outside talking loudly. Sent on way Group was on there way to Harvard St to get cab… Advised.
NC 3 4/12/2015 0:30 Loud talking coming from the rear porch on the 1st flr Adv/ Complaint No unreasonable noise coming from apt 1, residents were advised of 

complaint.
NC 1 4/12/2015 0:49 Loud talking. Adv/ Complaint Spoke with resident, people left APT an hour ago, will keep it down.

NC 2 4/12/2015 19:33 Caller complaining about the noise from a generator that is 
running a bouncy house.

Adv/ Complaint Owners were not home spoke to people staying at the house, the 
bouncy houses have been shut off, they weer advised. 
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